How the LNK Center for Resililence & Conservation
Perfectly Aligns with the City of Lincoln’s
Climate Action Plan’s Eight Strategic Elements
When the Lincoln City Council approved its Climate Action Plan
in March 2021, it seemed as though they were echoing the
planning and design the Joslyn Institute for Sustainable
Communities has been engaged in for the LNK Center for
Resilience and Conservation: Every one of the eight strategic
elements described in the Climate Action Plan fit perfectly
within our plans. The City has now become a partner in our
work toward the LNK Center.
In describing the EPA’s Program Goals & Objectives, the EPA
said it is “especially interested in projects that support and/or
align with a state/local government or community mandate,
policy, and/or priority to improve community health, resiliency,
and sustainability through source reduction, reuse, and
recycling.” That statement is our reason for including this
10-page PDF.
Following this introduction are diagrams of indicators,
characteristics, and services the LNK Center and our
partners will provide in the context of each of the
City’s CAP eight strategies. It demonstrates in visual form
the myriad aspects of the LNK Center and how it
formatively works to align with EPA’s Goals & Objectives.

The Eight Strategic Elements of the
Lincoln Climate Action Plan
1. Transition to Low-Carbon Energy
2. Align Economic Development Goals with Climate
Realities to Ensure a Thriving Economy
3. Build a Resilient Local Food System
4. Reduce Waste
5. Build a Decarbonized and Efficient Transportation System
6. Improve Protections for and with Lincoln Residents
7. Maximize Natural Climate Solutions
8. Engage Residents in Co-Creating A Climate Smart Future
In our planning and design for the LNK Center for Resilience
and Conservation, we have also taken into consideration
the UN’s Strategic Development Goals (SDGs), and the
work we have done with the UN-Habitat World Urban
Campaign and the recommendations and goals we’ve
reached together for global resource development and
conservation, and waste avoidance.
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EcoStore
deconstruction
training will
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underserved
population
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for local foods
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new jobs in
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Local food
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economies of
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EcoStore’s
deconstruction
of blighted city
properties
will save $ and
tons of landfill
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EcoStore
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repurposable
building
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REDUCE WASTE
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EcoStore
wood-working shop
and repurposing center
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how to work with
reusable materials
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Location of
Lincoln Public
Market within
food desert means
residents have less
distance to travel
to access fresh, healthy
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Engage
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provide 100%
electric vehicle
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transport & delivery,
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Public Market
location has
easy access to
public
transportation
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charging stations
south of
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Minimized
food supply
chain means
enormous savings
in transportation
costs and emissions
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out of landfill
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Lincoln Public Market
will aid to combat
childhood obesity through
the farm-to-schools
food programs

Lincoln Public Market
will provide more
nutritious and assured
access to healthy food
to vulnerable populations

IMPROVE
PROTECTIONS FOR
AND WITH
RESIDENTS
Ecological green
garden/farm plots
in flood-prone
landscapes will offer
flood control protections

Deconstruction and
derelict property clearing
will offer more healthy & safe
environments
for city residents

Planned educational programs
on food, nutrition, contaminations,
materials, energy, etc.
will provide residents
with more opportunity to
provide for their own protections
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Work with
building contractors,
large and small, to
understand best
ways of avoiding
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Work with
farmers to learn
regenerative ag
practices, increase
soil health, carbon
sequestration

ENGAGE
RESIDENTS
IN CO-CREATING A
CLIMATE-SMART
FUTURE

Partner with
City, Community
Crops & schools to
promote urban
gardens, particularly
in food desert
neighborhoods

Engage residents
in vulnerable
neighborhoods
to be part of
data-based app
for quick emergency
response to needs

TGIT (Think Green
It’s Thursday)
and weekend events
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feature fun, creative
events that are
also educational
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